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Overview of the MedVidQA 2023 Task 1



Data Collection

{
        "sample_id": 2711,
        "question": "How to perform chin tucks to treat 
neck pain?",
        "answer_start": "00:07",
        "answer_end": "01:13",
        "answer_start_second": 7,
        "answer_end_second": 73,
        "video_length": 186,
        "video_id": "h5MvX50zTLM",
        "video_url": 
"https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5MvX50zTL
M"
    }

● Obtain subtitles of video id using the python 
library, youtube-transcript-api



Data Preprocessing

● The youtube-transcript-api package gave us 
time stamps for key phrases. 

● After removing special characters and turning 
text to lowercase, we stored those timestamp 
values with each phrase pair. 

● We wanted to enhance data uniformity and 
reduce complexity for the model.



T5 Model

● One challenge we faced in the training stage, was the limit to the number of input tokens that 
T5 could receive. The maximum was 700 tokens, yet subtitles could exceed that. 



T5 Model

● T5 stands for “text-to-text transfer 
transformer” model and was 
developed by Google research.

● It is designed to handle NLP tasks by 
converting all tasks to a text-to-text 
format.

● T5 is based on the transformer 
architecture and uses self-attention 
mechanisms to process input text.

● Encoder processes the input and 
decoder generates output text.



T5 Model

● Benefits of T5 - every task is treated as text 
generation: question-answering, 
summarization, translation, etc

● Model is pre trained on large corpus of text, 
learning language structures and patterns.

● T5 models come in different sizes - small to 
extra-large.

● The larger variants generally offer better 
performance at increased computational 
requirements. 



Test 1 - T5 small with 30 epochs



Test 1 - T5 small with 30 epochs



T5 Model Comparisons



T5 Training Metrics



T5 vs Bert model



Second Model - BigBird

● BigBird is a transformer-based model 
designed to handle long sequences of data.

● BigBird implements a sparse attention 
mechanism to balance computational 
resources.

● Despite this, BigBird can still be very 
computationally expensive. 



Second Model - BigBird



General Framework



Stage 1

● We faced challenges with ranking the videos.
● A simple approach was to try and look at the 

cosine similarity between question-subtitles. 
We used a similar “bins” approach as the 
Dossier team from MedVidQA 2022.  

● Our main idea was to find which videos did 
not have any relevance to the questions.

● Once the non-relevant videos were 
determined, we put the rest through our 
model and then ranked the output. 

● Identified “top-20” videos.



Stage 2

● Text answer is generated by T5 model / 
BigBird.

● Models have been fine-tuned on medical 
domain knowledge from training datasets.

● We noticed that all of the output answers 
were summaries of the correct answer. 
Models could not find direct excerpts. 

● If the question context was broad we noticed 
issues with answer generation.



Stage 3

● Similarity between generated text and subtitle 
is calculated, match between subtitle and 
time stamp are used to generate final result. 

● Challenges included: lengthy answers were 
hard to map back to a subtitle timestamp, 
ensuring the matching reflects the context of 
the answer.

● String matching was also used to find the 
timestamps from the generated text.

● If answers spanned multiple timestamps then 
we needed to adjust to the exact moment but 
faced challenges. 



Official Results
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Questions?

Thank you all for listening!
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